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I. SUMMARY INFORMATION

Applicants should refer to the Guidance for Bidders before completing this form. lt
provides details of the criteria which will be used to assess the bids, and details
which you are required to provide as part of the application.

This form is designed to allow you to expand text boxes as required, so there is no
word limit per question. However, applications should not exceed 11 pages, including
the cover page. Annexes àre permitted, though they should only contain relevant
additional supporting documents, and any key pieces of evidence should be
summarised clearly.

The document must be in Arial Size 12 Font

1.1 Details

1.2 Brief Sum

University name The University of Bradford
Address Rjchmon{Rsqd" Bradford, BD7 1DP
Lead contact name
Direct telephone
E-mail

Brief description of
project

The Digital Health Zone will create global impact by establishing
Leeds City Region (LCR) as the best place in the UK to innovate
and grow businesses in communications-enabled healthcare. A
partnership between the University of Bradford (UoB), BT, NHS,
and City of Bradford Metropolitan District Council (CBMDC)will
apply broad-based excellence in practice-based medicine,
medical engineering and digital and communications
technologies to support the full telehealth supply chain. The core
partners are supported by private sector providers, the AHSN,
and the LCR Medical Schools.

The zone will be built around two bespoke facilities adjacent to
the city centre: a Digital Exchange to support technology
development and a Living Glinical Laboratory to pilot new
products and processes in healthcare. These facilities will house
140 innovators from the digital and healthcare sectors as the
core of a City Region cluster in this field, alongside 50
practitioners, carers, students and researchers delivering health
services to the community. We will become a regional huþ for
diqital apprenticeships, promotinq hiqher-level skills and



extending the scope of the healthcare professions

Rapid growth in the telehealth sector will be achieved by
combining University research and teaching with the innovative
capacity of our partners and the delivery capacity of NHS and
other service providers. The partnership will drive parallel
innovations in technology and skills to create new business
opportunities. UoB's role as BIS UK China Focal Point for Health
lnnovation brings an international connectivity to complement
that of BT and the NHS. The Digital Health Zonewill link with
similar worldwide clusters, stimulati ng i nternational trade, inward
investment. The Regional Econometric Model predicts GVA of
Ê30M bv 2O18119.

Total project cost 812.1M

Amount of funding
applied for

e3.8M

Amount of
additionalco-
investment

€8,3M

2. PROJECT PROPOSAL

Provide an outline proposal for a pilot University Enterprise Zone. This should
describe where the zone will be located, strategic context for its development, the
concept for the zone (e.9. sector or technology specialism), the existing
infrastructure and the partnership involved in developing it. lt should deecribe
any proposal to build incubator and grow on space as part of the University
Enterprise Zone pilot and details of the offer to businesses. lt should also set out

to meet costs.
An ageing global population and public concerns about the quality and availability of
healthcare places demands on health delivery systems worldwide. New models of
healthcare delivery are needed to meet the increasing expectations of citizens requiring
an overhaul, rather than an incremental change, in health systems. NHS England has
identified 6 characteristics of a high quality, sustainable health system (Everyone
Counts, 2013):

1. active citizens fully participating in their own health and health care
2. modern integrated care for people with multiple, complex conditions
3. wider range of primary care provided at scale to cater for all lhe needs of those

with one or two long term conditions to manage
4. emergency care networks with fewer, better major emergency centres
5. specialised services concentrated into fewer, cutting edge research centres
6. a step change in productivity and quality of planned hospital care

Communications technology is an essential enabler to support: self care; remote
monitoring for those needing personalised care; access to expert clinical advice
remotely; and connection to clinical networks across geographies. This is a global
challenge and presents a major opportunity for the UK to lead on communications-
enabled healthcare which will enhance the quality of life for millions and open up new
trading markets for companies offering innovative and cost-effective solutions.

Health Zone rtnershi offers scale and transferabiThe



connections into practice via NHS, UoB's
a co ent to local development and LCR's

LEP will enable diverse partners to develop safe, effective, profitable and impactful
innovations addressing the biggest challenges in current and future healthcare.
Moreover, the partnership is will develop the necessary skills profile in the region's
workforce, through mentoring and training of technology and healthcare professionals.

i. Location
The zone will be located a^diacent to Bradford city centre in two bespoke facilities: a
Digital Exchange (1,380m") to support technology development and a Health and
Wellbeing Centre (HWC, 2,000m') operating as a living clinical laboratory to pilot
innovations in healthcare, These facilities will house 140 individuals from digital and
healthcare organisations as the core, innovating cluster working alongside 50 clinical
practitioners and researchers. There will be significant capacity for training, working
across the LCR in partnership with private and public sector providers. Significant grow-
on facilities are available, with Bradford alone offering: Listerhills Science Park (50
units), Bradford Chamber Business Park (26 offices and I workshop units) and Baildon
Business Park (specialising in advanced engineering and digital industries, 15,000 m2).

CBMDC will locate Business Advisers in the Digital Exchange to support tenants. UoB
will align staff with the activity and support enterprise through allocation of internships
and delivery of bespoke programmes from bite size to credit bearing awards.

Bradford is the UK's youngest major city (23o/o under 16 in 2012) with rates of business
creation significantly higher than the Yorkshire & Humber average (2.5%l.lts ethnic and
economic diversity, and the juxtaposed urban and rural areas, are reflected in high
levels of health inequality (Public Health England). UoB has worked with a range of
partners to inform and policy and practice with the aim of remedying health inequalities.
For example, work with Bradford lnstitute for Health Research on the Born ln Bradford
study has helped address large disparities in infant mortality across diverse ethnic
backgrounds, results which have intelnational relevance. This type of partnership
working will inform the Digital Health Zone operational model.

ii. Wider Benefits
Economic: The Digital Exchange will be available for from October 2014, the
HWC from December 2016. Occupancy The Regional
Econometric Model predicts the direct new new businesses and
GVA of C28M to 2018/19. The capital construction activity will create an additional 48
jobs and e2M GVA. The Zone will augment LCR's attraction, development and retention
of skilled individuals for the digital, healthcare and other sectors. Training will be integral
to the technology and service innovation undertaken inlhe Zone. Other sectors will
benefit from the growth of this activity, We will become a regional hub for Digital
Apprenticeships; the recent budget announcement of investment in the development of
degree- and masters-level apprenticeships aligns with our plans. The NHS (LETB) has
identified the need to support skillsets for remotely-delivered care, eg Advanced
Practitioner training in digital nursing. We will initiate programmes with partner NHS
Trusts, and scale out nationally.

Socrefa/: The Zone will bring together actors in the technology and service segments of
the telehealth market to develop new person-centred care pathways. For example,
Airedale NHS Trust and BT currently serve 20,000 patients, improving access for
vulnerable and restricted-mobility people and increasing the productivity of health
professionals and tertiary care facilities by reducing unnêcessary journeys and
admissions. lnnovations from lhe Zone will enable rapid adoption of new technology and

scale-out of lots. We aim for Health Zone innovations to



reach one m¡ on UK pat¡ents within five years

Cultural

lil. Com

iv. Market Fallures
Demand for health services ís growing faster than the public sector's ability to meet
demand. The NHS assumes flat funding compared to past annual growth of >4o/o.

Telehealth offers the potential to increase productivity while enhancing the quality of
care. Connectivity between health service and developers of enabling
technology is lacking The Zone will foster inter-sectoral
collaboration to build m awareness challenges and opportunities. The
Digital Health Zone partnership demonstrates that a combination of university
leadership, connectivity to the NHS, local authority commitment and government
investment can unlock private sector resources to develop a major new business sector
with the potentialto have a global reach. The proposalfits with national, regionaland
local strategies and pursues objectives associated with business growth.

v Annex A for an overview of nce

3. PROJECT OBJECTIVES AND DEMAND FOR SERVICES

3.1 ProJect ObJectives
What are the objectives for the project and how do they fit will with wider Government

Lead a step-change ln communlcatlons+nabled healthcare.
o Digital Health Zone innovations to reach > one million UK patients by March 2019

discourse around communications-enabled healthcareo Take a lead role in



cluster ln communlcations-enabled healthcare ln LCR.

Fit: industrial strategy: growth sectors (health, digital); eight great technologies.

Promote lnternatlonalisation of commun lcations-enabled healthcare.

enabled care by March 2018 (in HWC)
o Commence 20 collaborative research projects between UoB and Digital Health Zone

tenants by March 2017;60 by March 2019
Fit: business needs in LEP priority sectors; HEFCE drive to underpin economic growth.

new

ess.

Establish a world-leadin

t
Fit:

a sustainable lnnovatlon cluster in LCR.

827.8M GVA by March 2019

mic NHS challengesFit: Department

race

lnnovatlon and skllls

economy

commun

a

a

a

r Establish specific training for health

3.2 Demand for services
What demand is there for the services being proposed and what evidence is there
that there is a market failure that needs to be addressed?

The Zone will offer SMEs and healthcare providers facilities to develop products,
services and skills pathways in digital and communications technology. The unifying
theme will be communications-enabled healthcare mes called telecare
telehealth and/or telemedicine

l. Market fallures affecting the bldding slte.
The Design Exchange has a current occupancy rate ol40o/o and has struggled to
compete in the generalmanaged market as the Digital
Exchange, with a healthcare focus, and strong linkage to
UoB, will allow market plan, scheduled
to commence in October 2016. This opportunity brings this forward by more than two
years, at larger scale with greater impact. CBMDC offers to expedite any necessary
legal requirements associated with change-of-use and planning consent (Annex B).

ll. Evldence of potential demand; can reach objectlves.
Market forecasfs: The global telemedicine market is predieted to grow from $13.9bn in
2O12lo $35.1bn by 2018. The home-based products and services segment will grow at
twice the rate as the cou
11.5olo BCC



The technology and service segments of the telemedicine market are each
grow at 17o/o pa over this period. The integrating nature of the Zone will

foster innovation across segments allowing partners to reach market faster.

NHS and medicallinks; The pioneering Airedale NHS Foundation Trust offers a
telemedicine service in its Healthcare Centre. lt works in partnership with several
LCR-based companies ln partnership with Bradford
District Care Trust, B ndation Trust and CBMDC, it
recently embarked on a €6.6M prolect "Connecting Health and Social Care in Bradford
and Airedale" supported by the NHS Safer Hospitals, Safer Wards Technology Fund,
aimed at creating an lntegrated Digital Care Record (IDCR). Each Trust in Bradford
District willtake an advisory role during the construction of lhe Zone with a view to
commissioning services. The regionalAHSN connects 22Qlinical Commissioning
Groups (CGGs), 23 NHS Trusts, I Universities and a number of other relevant networks
and will play an advisory role. lts connections with CCGs represent potential access to
the NHS market Íor Zone tenants. Representatives of the two medical schools within
LCR, University of Leeds and Hull-York Medical School, will also contribute. HYMS links
into Humber and York and North Yorkshire LEPs. NHS England's National Director:
Policy, Bill McCarthy, has championed telehealth and has been appointed as Deputy
Vice-Chancellor (Operations) at UoB. Professor Shirley Congdon (PVC at UoB)
contributes to regÍonal health policy and delivery as a member of the LETB.

Private

lnternational; UoB and BT will bring international perspectives to the DHZ. UoB is BIS
China Focal Point for Health lnnovation and runs 3-4 innovation
China with u to €2M fund allocated muntct

organ isation in the worl and Huaweí telecommunications
manufacturer UKTI
offers p am ns

lil. lndustrial strategy, emerglng technologles, local growth.
lndustrialstrategy:The Digital, Creative and lnformation Services sector represented
4.5o/o of UK GVA in 2011 and Health and Social Care 7 .8o/o. Both sectors have grown as
a proportion of the UK economy since 1997 (BtS: lndustrial Strategy: UK Sector
Analysis, 2Al4.lnformation Technology, Electronics & Communications is the largest
category of inward investment activity to the UK (UKTI). In the 2011 "Strategy for UK Life
Sciences", the Government determined that "innovation has to be at the heart of
changes to the NHS, from patient pathways to new treatments and devices." UoB has
experience in this area. For example, the Bradford Dementia Group recently secured a
î2.4M NIHR Health Technology Assessment award to promote person-centred care
working with Bupa, Bradford District Care Trust, and others. The Group works with
CBDMC and the Joseph Rowntree Foundation to make the city dementia-friendly.



Strategy and technology: Six key drivers will encourage growth and create opportunities
for innovation in this Annex C for relevant UoB academic

Localgrovtth: CBMDC's "Producer City" strategy enjoins local anchor institutions
including UoB, CBMDC, West & North Yorkshire Chamber of Commerce and major
companies to catalyse economic growth. Since January 2013 the City Centre Growth
Zone has stimulated the creation of 337 jobs by assisting 81 companies with ínvestment
of €3.5M. CBMDC recently commissioned a report on Bradford's creative and digital
industry sector (East West Locations/BÍeeze Strategy, 2014r, which highlighted
deficiencies in connectivity between organisations, higher-level skills and access to
major industry players as obstacles to innovation and growth.

Summary
The Digital Health Zone integrates two of the fastest-growing sectors of the UK economy
to tackle some of the most pressing strategic imperatives we face. LCR's health
organisations and businesses have pioneered many aspects of communications-
enabled healthcare. By bringing to bear the academic scope of UoB and the commercial
scale of BT in the welcoming local strategic environment fostered by CBMDC,lhe Zone
will connect and grow a critical mass of telehealth innovation around West Yorkshire,
creatinq worldwide healthcare imþrovements to the benefit of the UK economy.

4. FINANCIALINFORMATION

4.1 Co-lnvestment
What is the indicative amount, nature and source of co-investment (this should be at
least twice the amount of funding applíed for)? You will be required to provide proof
of the co-investment details.

4.2 State Ald Compllance
Does your proposed investment comply with State Aid rules?



Yes

5. STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS AND OBJECTIVES

5.1 Local Enterprise Partnership
Demonstrate how this proposal contributes to the Strategic Economic Plan being
d the relevant LEP.

5.2 Wider strategic plans
Demonstrate how this proposal fits with the wider strategic plans of the relevant
un or universities.

The Leeds City Region LEP lists both the Health and Bioscience B) and
Creative and Digital lndustries (CDl) as priority sectors within its Strategic Economic
Plan (SEP). H&B employs 36,000 people in LCR, accounting for 3o/o of total
employment. LCR is one of five Core City LEP areas with high concentrations of ,

employment in H&8. Employment is 195,200 or 16o/owhen ãll healthcare provision is l'

included. Sub-sectors represented include orthopaedics, regenerative medicine, surgical
instrumentation, wound management, biotechnology, pharmaceuticals and assistive
technologies. LGR is home to a cluster of nationally-important H&B assets, including
NHS England, Department of Health, the largest teaching hospital and the largest
cancer care centre in Europe. LCR is to house one of two NHS commissioning hubs. BT
Global Services manages the NHS Spine from its Leeds office. LCR's HEls offer
comprehensive, high-level expertise across medicine, health and biosciences.

CDl, including ICT and telecommunications, employs ca. 63,900 people in 7,855
companies, 5o/o of total employment in LCR. 44o/o oÍ employees are in highly skilled
occupations and the exporting potential is high (LCR ESIF Strategy). The LEP notes
that investment is needed in innovation and in higher level skills development, in accord
with Government's national findings.

The curtilage of the Digital Health Zane Talls within the Bradford Growth Zone, a
strategic investment area identified in the SEP.

This proposalwill contribute to the LCR LEP plan by:
¡ Theming innovation around two of the identified priority sectors.
r Building a specialist incubator for talented young software designers.
. Providing new opportunities for technology and healthcare training.
r Establishing an innovation cluster of international profile, with substantial export

and inward investment potential
¡ Enabli ma health and care and
a

The University of Bradford is a technology university, specialising in research and
teaching in vocational, professional and applied fields of scholarship and working with
partners to foster far-reaching impact. UoB's strengths in healthcare and digital sectors
are broad in scope (Annex C).

UoB committed in January to investingl in a new Health and Well-being Centre,
including mobile MRI and CT scanners, iñwhich pharmacy, eye clinic, GP surgery,
pathology lab and physiotherapy facilities would enable teaching and research into new
clinical pathways, in partnership with and service to the local community. The Digital
Health Zone would allow us to integrate these activities with healthcare service
innovation by partners occupying an additional 600 m2 business accommodation.
Moreover, the BIS grant would enable us to bring forward the plans by 27 months and

createsof services to a broader com The



additionality for UoB, opening opportunities for teaching¡ research and student
enterprise around computing end medicelengineering in particular.

UoB opened the €6M re:centre in October 2013 as the front door for business with a
focus on sustainability and
seven SMEs and one UoB

the circular
team-

incubator units are now let to

UoB's mission statement is "Making Knowledge Work" and our core values are quality,
diversity, internationalism and sustainability. The Dþital Health Zone is completely
consonant with who we are and what we do.

6. INDICATIVE PLAN AND MILESTONES

õ.1 Provlde an lndicatlve plan that shows the timetable for the establlshment of
the zone and the of the facllltles

6.2 Predlcted spend proflle
Outline the predicted spend profile during development, demonstrating that the
award will be across the three r

7. RISKS AND CONTINGENCIES
Outllne the rlsks (management, flnanclal, commerclal), strategles for thelr
mltlgatlon, and contlngeney plannlng. Please add addltlonal llnes to the table as

Formal partnership agreement - Jul 2014
Design / Digital Exchange upgrade commences - Aug 2014
HWC pro¡ect commences - Aug 2014
Director in post - Sep 2014

Benefits checkpoint - Dec 2015
Benefits checkpoint / BIS annual report - Jun 2016
Benefits checkpoint - Dec 2016

The first of planned twice-yearly benefits checkpoints falls in June 2015. Progress
of benefits detailed in Annex E will be evaluated

report- Jun 2015

a more deta schedulel

Secure ERDF revenue 2015 onwards - Jan 2015

HWC - Dec 2016

Key nes

Yr 1: expenditure: 82.7M - award: €667k
Yr 2: expenditure: €5.8M - award. €2.9M

detail ín AnnexYr 3: re: f3.5M - award: €233k
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8. DATA PROTECTION ACT
BIS is subject to the Freedom of lnformation Act 2000, which gives a public right of
access to information held by a public authority, which may result information arising
from this work, or the outputs from the work undertaken being subject to disclosure if a
valid request is made. We will comply with such requests in accordance with the
legislation and our own policies.

lnstitutions can if they wish provide potentially sensitive information (such as information
relating to commercial interests) in a separate annex attached to the application form.
This will highlight to us that there are concerns about disclosure.

Where we consider it to be appropriate and practicable we will seek views of applicants
before disclosing this information in response to a Freedom of lnformation request. The
applicant acknowledges that the information provided in the annex is of indicative value
only, and that BIS may nevertheless be ohliged to disclose this information. Our
assumption will be that all information in the main application documents can be
disclosed on request.

9. DECLARATION
I declare that the information in the application form and accompanying documentation
is conect to the best of my knowledge and belief

Signed.

Name..

Position

Date.........31 March 2014

Now emall thls applicatlon to uezrôbls.osl.qov.uk . The deadllne for thls
appllcatlon to be recelved by BIS ls 5pm on 3l March 2014.
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ANNEX A: Governance of the Digital Health Zone
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aE UNIVERSITY of

E|; BRADFORDThe Digital Health Zone
ANNEX C: Alignment of Univercity of Bradford Reseorch lnterests with the Ðigitot Heolth Theme

Area Contact on Health Potential
Artificial
lntelligence and
Data Analyt¡cs

Born in Bradford

C¿ncer Therapeut¡c

Circular Economy

Cyber Security

Research is focused on machine learning information
representat¡on and integration, data mining,
knowledge discovery with applications in data
governance, heahh care, (privacy in) web databases
and social networks, chemo- and bio-informatics,
business intelligence, dec'sion suppo rt systems,
operations research and education.
The Born in Bradford study answers questions about
health and heahh inequalities by tracking the lives of
13,500 babies and their families from all cultures and
backgrounds to find out more about the causes of
childhood illness.
The lnstitute ofCancerTheft¡peut¡cs houses a

muhidisciplinary team of researchers in the field of
drug design, synthesis, screening and þharmacology.
Research covers the three broad stages of cancer
medicines development: discovery, pre-clinical
evaluation and clinical application.
The Schoolof Management's re:centre partners with
business to deliver radical business solutions,
part¡cularly around sustainability and the circular
economy. The re:centre formalises the various strands
of University research on sustainability to enhance
research capability and embeds our commitment to
corporate social responsibility.
A University-wide network comprising experts ¡n

engineering; med¡a, technology and design; peace

studies and management. The team holds 15027001
accreditation for information security.

Decision support systems. Evaluatlng interventions.
Pattern recognition in Electronic Medical Records.

The data from this study can be used to consider
cuhure and bacþround of families and children to
inform telehealth preferences and content,

To explore teleheahh approaches to communication
on cancer awareness, cancer screening, cancer
patlents ând cåncer carers,

Telehealth systems are resource efficient reducing the
need to travel and for paper based records. Circular
Economy approaches enable the maximisation of
benefits from this efficienry.

The safety of patient data and how we avoid
information about people-s health being compromised
will be a key consideration when increasingthe use of
technology in the health sector. The group includes
15027001 in its planned training provision.

1



Dementia

Digital Media
WorkingAcademy

Emotion
Recognition

Medical Engineerin¡

Operations
mana8ement

Understanding, evaluating and improving quality of
care for people with dementia, with a focus on care
provision by paid care staff. The research ls concerned

with a variety of care contexts from day services, to
residential care and acute hospital care as well as

specialised nursing home provision. One key aspect is

the development and appraisal of methods of
evaluation of quality of care, such as observational
methods (including dementia care mapping), and

methods of gaining directly the views of people with
dementia.
The Digital Media Working Academy is a professionally

run service using students to undertake commercial
projects. They can develop websites, promotional

videos and interactive products to meet client's needs.

The Centre for Visual Computing have developed a lie

detector based on the analysis of human facial
expressions, eye movement and micro facial

expressions. Both visual cues (based on facial images

through video) thermal cues (based on images from

thermal cameras) combined with psychological analysis

provide clues where a person may not be telling the
truth,
This research area covers clinical biomechanics, tissue
mecha nics, vision and mo bility, o rtho paed¡cs,

haemodynamics, neurovascular disease,

epidemiological modelling and infection control.
The muhidisciplinary team brings together
technologists and health experts, and has strong links

with hospÍtals globally.

The Operations and lnformation Management Group

encompasses themes around information security, the

development use and effectiveness of information
ma nagement systems, informatio n systems strategy
and investment, green lT and sustainable systems,

organisational learning and change.

Teleheahh is a fundamentally person-centred

approach. This is the guiding ethos of the Bradford

Dementia Group.

The Digital Media Working Academy can proride

expert advice and carry out work to create digital
media solutions to Telehealth problems.

Creating support systems to assist Teleheahh
practitioners in assessing the emotional state of
patients.

Clinical biomechanics and human movement analysis:

opportunities to create video consult¡ng tools for
orthopaedic conditions.

How health organisations structure and plan their
telehealth services and consider learning and change

processes required for their employees.

2



Pathology

Pharmacy

Psycholory

Seruice

lmprovement and
Quality

Bradford Pathology provides education and training in
the design and delivery of diagnostic histopathology;
with a focus on factors that can speed the introduction
of digital technologies into the laboratory sett¡ng.
Bradford Pathology ¡s ¡n partnership with philips Digital
Pathologry Solutions to develop diagnostic digital
pathology and promote its adoption in healthcare.
Major research areas include medicines development,
pharmacolog'y, medicines optimisation and education
innovation, research and development. This area
includes the Centre for Pharmaceutical Engineering
Sciences which offers expertise in the areas of
pharmaceutical materials, drug delivery systems, novel
process develo pment, reactive extrusion, mate ria I

cha racterisatio n and Process Analytical Tech nology
(PAr).

The Applied Health and Social Psychology Group draw
upon psychological principles and theory to research
how a range of issues ¡mpact upon health and
wellbeing, Key areas of interest in relation to
teleheahh are mental heahh and health advice to
mothers.
This area has expertise in service improvement and
quality providing efficient healthcare services that
enable people from our diverse society to access the
seryices they need at the right time so that patient
outcomes can be improved. and is focussed around 4
main areas of activity: society, well-being and diversity;
error reduction, patient safety and organisational
learning; improving healthcare quality through practice
innovation; measuring and monitoring healthcare
quality. This area incorporates service quality in
midwifery, physiotherapy, nursing and occupational
therapy.

lntroducing telehealth into pathology laboratories to
develop digital diagnostic tools.

Pat¡ent information about their medication and
co mmu nication between pharmacist a nd patie nt.
Development of tools to assure compliance with
prescriptions, especially with the complex
combinations of medicines prescribed to older pat¡ents
prese nti ng severa I co-morbidities.

The social impacts of telehealth approaches to mental
health patients and mothers.

Developing innovative, high quality and cost efficient
services for hard to reach communities and breaking
down geographical boundaries of healthcare provision.
Empowering patients (with electronic patient records,
blood pressure monitoring, medicines safety initiative,
tele-consuhation) a nd carers ( particu larly those looking
after elderly or demented relatives)

3



Skln Sciences

Social Work and
Social Policy

Vision Science
(including
Optometryf

Wireless and
satellite
Communications

28 March 2014

One of the largest academic centres in Britain for
fundamental and translational skin and hair follicle
research (including the Plastic Surgery and Burns

Unit). The Centre's 30 year research profile is

contributing to a greater understanding of what is

required for heahhy skin and hair,
One of the Centre for Applied Social Research's key

themes is living with Dementia and the changing
response to this condition, including the way social

care is changing to support people living with
dementia. Another key theme is global health. The
group are studying vulnerability to heahh problems,

the social impacts of them and global interventions to
prevent and mitigate against heahh outbreaks.

The Bradford School of Optometry & Vision Science

research group comprises a cohesive, multidisciplinary
approach to investigating vision and visual perception

to address ¡mportant research quest¡ons.

The group cont¡nues to build on over 35 years of vision
research at the University. Research embraces a broad

range of disciplines including; ophthalmology, optics,

ocular imaging, machine vision, psychophysics,

biomechanics and visual neuroscience.
Research in this area covers Future Ubiquitous
Networks ( FU Nl, commu nications a nd networking,
wireless sensors and embedded systems, future
lnternet and Middleware and satellite
communications.

Development of televisual assessment tools to
diagnose skin conditions and monitor wounds, e.g.

diabetic foot ulcers

Exploring how technology can help educate people in

their homes to mitigate egainst health epidemics and

how people living with Dementia can be supported
digitally in their decision-making about their own
treatment.

For example, development sf televisual capture and

machine analysis of retinalscans for diabetes pat¡ents,

enabling early diagnosis of diabetic ret¡nopathy.

Secure communications to very remote areas,

underpinning teleheahh in the maritime sector or the
Australian outbaclç for exarnple.

4



The Digital Health Zone
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ANNEX G; Letfers of Commitment and Support

Letters of commitment and/or support have been received from the following organisations and
are provided with this Annex.

31 March 2014










































